
One or Two/ DAY WORKSHOP—“DYNAMIC  PASTEL 
PAINTING”--'LANDSCAPE AND its FEATURES IN LIGHT”-                                               
Pastel EXPO -Caloundra-2018           ------------------- ROSS PATERSON

This workshop is for those who have a little  experience in pastel, or 
drawing, and the need to extend their abilities in this exciting and expressive 
medium!.  Teaching will encompass theory, and also demonstrations 
appropriate to the general landscape theme- the vital art elements and 
principles of design as a basis and then through to various ways of utilising 
technique, adding vitality and strength, using  shape, balance, tonal range, 
and a suitable colour temperature range.  We will explore colour and 
atmosphere in landscape, [one day], then urban and man made objects within 
this  concept, along with figures/animals.
   Emphasis will be placed on seeing things as 'shapes', and interpreting these 
in a painterly way, as light on form, or planes of light in its varying degrees 
in context.   Individual approaches will be encouraged, whilst tutor 'crits 
'will be  offered constructively,  along with teaching notes .
BRIEF BIOGRAPHY:
*Ross Paterson is a professional artist-teacher, highly regarded 
internationally for his achievements in  watercolour, pastel and  oil painting. 
With more than two hundred major awards to his credit, and paintings in 
regional galleries and in  permanent public collections world wide, Ross is in 
constant demand for his tutorials throughout Australia ,China ,New Zealand, 
Europe  and other overseas countries.  By personal invitation, he has 
contributed to various World Biennials in watercolour in recent years, 
representing Australia a number of times.
His extensive knowledge and experience in Art Education [a trained 
Secondary Art teacher],contributes to his ability to impart generously as is 
appropriate for an educational workshop  for all participants.
Ross is a member of various art societies such as Twenty Melbourne 
Painters Society and Australian Watercolour Institute. He regularly paints on 
location to capture light and atmosphere in the manner of past 
impressionists.
www.rosspaterson.com.au

http://www.rosspaterson.com.au

